Cristo Rey Philadelphia
Junior Class School Supply List (Virtual Setting)

All Junior Classes:

- charged laptop
- charger
- growth mindset
- willing spirit

Algebra II: Ms. Rimmer

- copybook (optional)

Art: Mrs. Rossi

- 7x10 (or larger) sketchbook
- 2 pencils
- 2 erasers

CP English: Ms. Robertson

- copybook (can be shared with other classes)
- highlighter (optional)
- post-its (optional)

AP English: Ms. Robertson

- copybook (can be shared with other classes)
- highlighter (optional)
- post-its (optional)

CP History: Mrs. Dalessandro

- copybook

AP History: Mrs. Dalessandro

- textbook received from school
- copybook

Physics: Mr. Perkins
*no materials needed for virtual setting

Pre-Calc: Dr. Green
1-subject spiral copybook

Theology: Ms. Sharkey
*no materials needed for virtual setting